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Abstract—Graph data is omnipresent and has a wide variety
of applications, such as in natural science, social networks, or the
semantic web. However, while being rich in information, graphs
are often noisy and incomplete. As a result, graph completion
tasks, such as node classification or link prediction, have gained
attention. On one hand, neural methods, such as graph neural
networks, have proven to be robust tools for learning rich
representations of noisy graphs. On the other hand, symbolic
methods enable exact reasoning on graphs. We propose Knowl-
edge Enhanced Graph Neural Networks (KeGNN), a neuro-
symbolic framework for graph completion that combines both
paradigms as it allows for the integration of prior knowledge
into a graph neural network model. Essentially, KeGNN consists
of a graph neural network as a base upon which knowledge
enhancement layers are stacked with the goal of refining pre-
dictions with respect to prior knowledge. We instantiate KeGNN
in conjunction with two state-of-the-art graph neural networks,
Graph Convolutional Networks and Graph Attention Networks,
and evaluate KeGNN on multiple benchmark datasets for node
classification.

Index Terms—neuro-symbolic integration, graph neural net-
works, relational learning, knowledge graphs, fuzzy logic

I. INTRODUCTION

Graphs are ubiquitous across diverse real-world applications
such as e-commerce [1] , natural science [2] or social networks
[3]. Graphs connect nodes by edges and allow to enrich them
with features. This makes them a versatile and powerful data
structure that encodes relational information. As graphs are
often derived from noisy data, incompleteness and errors are
common issues. Consequently, graph completion tasks such
as node classification or link prediction have become increas-
ingly important. These tasks are approached from different
directions. In the field of deep learning, research on graph
neural networks (GNNs) has gained momentum. Numerous
models have been proposed for various graph topologies and
applications [4] [5] [6] [7]. The key strength of GNNs is
to find meaningful representations of noisy graph data, that
can be used to improve prediction tasks [8]. Despite this
advantage, as a subcategory of deep learning methods, GNNs
are criticized for their limited interpretability and large data
consumption [9]. Alongside, the research field of symbolic
AI addresses the above-mentioned tasks. In symbolic AI,
solutions are found by performing logic-like reasoning steps
that are exact, interpretable and data-efficient [10]. For large
graphs, however, symbolic methods are often computationally
expensive or even infeasible. Since techniques from deep
learning and from symbolic AI have complementary pros and

cons, the field of neuro-symbolic AI aims to combine both
paradigms. Neuro-symbolic AI not only paves the way towards
the application of AI to learning with limited data, but also
allows for jointly using symbolic information (in the form
of logical rules) and sub-symbolic information (in the form
of real-valued data). This helps to overcome the black-box
nature of deep learning methods and to improve interpretability
through symbolic representations [11] [12] [9].

In this work, we present the neuro-symbolic approach
Knowledge enhanced Graph Neural Networks (KeGNN) to
conduct node classification given graph data and a set of prior
knowledge. In KeGNN, knowledge enhancement layers are
stacked on top of a GNN and adjust its predictions in order to
increase the satisfaction of some prior knowledge. In addition
to the parameters of the GNN, the knowledge enhancement
layers contain learnable clause weights that reflect the impact
of the prior knowledge on the predictions. Both components
form an end-to-end differentiable model.

In this work, we instantiate KeGNN in conjunction with
two popular GNNs: Graph Attention Networks [13] and Graph
Convolutional Networks [14]. We apply KeGNN to the bench-
mark datasets for node classification Cora, Citeseer, PubMed
[15] and Flickr [16].

II. METHOD: KEGNN

KeGNN is a neuro-symbolic approach that can be applied to
node classification tasks with the capacity of handling graph
structure at the base neural network level. The model takes
two types of input: (1) real-valued graph data and (2) prior
knowledge expressed in first-order logic.

A. Graph-structured Data

A Graph G = (N,E) consists of a set of n nodes N
and a set of k edges E where each edge of the form (vi, vj)
connects two nodes vi ∈ N and vj ∈ N. The neighborhood
N (vi) describes the set of first-order neighbors of vi. For
an attributed and labelled graph, nodes are enriched with
features and labels. Each node has a feature vector x ∈ Rd of
dimension d and a label vector y ∈ Rm. The label vector y
contains one-hot encoded ground truth labels for m classes. In
matrix notation, the features and labels of the entire graph are
described as X ∈ Rn×d and Y ∈ Rn×m. A graph is typed if
type functions fE and fN assign edge types and node types to
the edges and nodes, respectively. A graph with constant type
functions (that assign the same edge and node type to all edges



Fig. (1) Example extract of the Citeseer citation graph.

and nodes) is called homogeneous, whereas for heterogeneous
graphs, nodes and edges may have different types [5].

Example 2.1: A Citation Graph GCit consists of documents
and citations. Fig. 1 shows an extract of the Citeseer citation
graph that is used as example to guide through this paper.
The documents are represented by a set of nodes NCit and
citations by a set of edges ECit. Documents can be attributed
with features XCit that describe their content as Word2Vec
[17] vectors. Each node is labelled with one of the six topic
categories {AI, DB, HCI, IR, ML, AG}1 that are encoded in
YCit. Since all nodes (documents) and edges (citations) have
the same type, GCit is homogeneous.

B. Prior Knowledge

Some prior knowledge K is provided to KeGNN. It can
be described as a set of ℓ logical clauses expressed in the
logical language L that is defined as sets of constants C,
variables X and predicates P . Predicates have an arity r of
one (unary) or two (binary): P = PU ∪ PB . Predicates of
arity r > 2 are not considered in this work. Unary predicates
express properties, whereas binary predicates express relations.
L supports negation (¬) and disjunction (∨). Each clause
φ ∈ K = {φ1, . . . , φℓ} can be formulated as a disjunction of
(possibly negated) atoms

∨q
j=1 oj with q atoms {o1, . . . , oq}.

Since the prior knowledge is general, all clauses are assumed
to be universally quantified. Clauses can be grounded by
assigning constants to the free variables. A grounded clause is
denoted as φ[x1, x2, ...|c1, c2, ...] with variables xi ∈ X and
constants ci ∈ C. The set of all grounded clauses in a graph
is G(K, C).

Example 2.2: The graph GCit in Fig. 1 can be expressed
in L. Nodes are represented by a set of constants C =
{a, b, . . . , f}. Node labels are expressed as a set of unary
predicates PU = {AI,DB, . . . ,AG} and edges as a set of
binary predicates PB = {Cite}. L has a set of variables

1The classes are abbreviations for the categories Artificial Intelligence,
Databases, Human-Computer Interaction, Information Retrieval, Machine
Learning and Agents.

X = {x, y}. The atom AI(x), for example, expresses the
membership of x to the class AI and Cite(x, y) expresses the
existence of a citation between x and y. Some prior knowledge
K can be written as a set of ℓ = 6 disjunctive clauses in L.
Here, the assumption is denoted that two papers that cite each
other have the same document class:

φAI : ∀xy¬AI(x) ∨ ¬Cite(x, y) ∨AI(y)

φDB : ∀xy¬DB(x) ∨ ¬Cite(x, y) ∨DB(y)

. . .

The atoms are grounded by replacing the variables x and y
with the constants {a, b, . . . f} to obtain the sets of unary
groundings {AI(a),ML(b), . . . , IR(f)} and binary groundings
{Cite(a,d),Cite(a, e), . . . ,Cite(a, f)}. Assuming a closed
world and exclusive classes, other facts could be derived,
such as {¬DB(a),¬IR(a), . . . ,¬Cite(a,b)}. For the sake of
simplicity, these are omitted here.

C. Node Classification

Node classification is a subtask of knowledge graph com-
pletion on a graph G with the objective to assign classes to
nodes where they are unknown. This task is accomplished
given node features X, edges E and some prior knowledge K
encoded as a set of clauses in L. A predictive model is trained
on a subset of the graph Gtrain with ground truth labels Ytrain
and validated on a test set Gtest for which the ground truth
labels are compared to the predictions in order to assess the
predictive performance. Node classification can be studied in a
transductive or inductive setting. In a transductive setting, the
entire graph is available for training, but the true labels of the
test nodes are masked. In an inductive setting, only the nodes
in the training set and the edges connecting them are available,
making it more challenging to classify unseen nodes.

D. Fuzzy Semantics

Let us consider an attributed and labelled graph G and
the prior knowledge K. While K can be defined in the



logic language L, the neural component in KeGNN relies
on continuous and differentiable representations. To interpret
Boolean logic in the real-valued domain, KeGNN uses fuzzy
logic [18], which maps Boolean truth values to the continuous
interval [0, 1] ⊂ R. A constant in C is interpreted as a real-
valued feature vector x ∈ Rd. A predicate P ∈ P with arity
r is interpreted as a function fP : Rr×d 7→ [0, 1] that takes r
feature vectors as input and returns a truth value.

Example 2.3: In the example, a unary predicate PU ∈ PU =
{AI,DB, . . .} is interpreted as a function fPU

: Rd 7→ [0, 1]
that takes a feature vector x and returns a truth value indicating
whether the node belongs to the class encoded as PU . The
binary predicate Cite ∈ PB is interpreted as the function

fCite(vi, vj) =

{
1, if (vi, vj) ∈ ECit

0, else.

fCite returns the truth value 1 if there is an edge between two
nodes vi and vj in GCit and 0 otherwise.

T-conorm functions ⊥ : [0, 1] × [0, 1] 7→ [0, 1] [19] take
real-valued truth values of two literals2 and define the truth
value of their disjunction. The Gödel t-conorm function for
two truth values ti, tj is defined as

⊥(ti, tj) 7→ max(ti, tj).

To obtain the truth value of a clause φ : o1∨...∨oq , the function
⊥ is extended to a vector t of q truth values: ⊥(t1, t2, ..., tq) =
⊥(t1,⊥(t2...⊥(tq−1, tq))). Fuzzy negation over truth values
is defined as t 7→ 1− t [18].

Example 2.4: Given the clause φAI : ∀xy ¬AI(x) ∨
¬Cite(x, y)∨AI(y) and its grounding φAI[x, y|a, b] : AI(a)∨
¬Cite(a,b) ∨ AI(b) to the constants a and b and truth
values for the grounded predicates AI(a) = t1, AI(b) = t2
and Cite(a,b) = t3, the truth value of φAI[x, y|a, b] is
max{max{(1− t1), (1− t3)}, t2}.

E. Model Architecture

The way KeGNN computes the final predictions can be
divided in two stages. First, a GNN predicts the node classes
given the features and the edges. Subsequently, the knowledge
enhancement layers use the predictions as truth values for the
grounded unary predicates and update them with respect to
the knowledge. An overview of KeGNN is given in Fig. 2.

1) Neural Component: The role of the GNN in the neural
component is to exploit feature information in the graph
structure. The key strength of a GNN is to enrich node
representations with graph structure by nesting k message
passing layers [8]. Per layer, the representations of neighboring
nodes are aggregated and combined to obtain updated repre-
sentations. The node representation vk+1

i in the k-th message
passing layer is

vk+1
i = combine

(
vki , aggregate

(
{vkj |vkj ∈ N (vi)}

))
.

2A literal is a (possibly negated) grounded atom, e.g. AI(a)

The layers contain learnable parameters that are optimized
with backpropagation. In this work, we consider two well-
known GNNs as components for KeGNN: Graph Convolu-
tional Networks (GCN) [14] and Graph Attention Networks
(GAT) [13]. While GCN considers the graph structure as given,
GAT allows for assessing the importance of the neighbors with
attention weights αij between node vi and node vj . In case
of multi-head attention, the attention weights are calculated
multiple times and concatenated which allows for capturing
different aspects of the input data. In KeGNN, the GNN
implements the functions fPU

(see Section II-D). In other
words, the predictions are used as truth values for the grounded
unary predicates in the symbolic component.

2) Symbolic Component: To refine the predictions of the
GNN, one or more knowledge enhancement layers are stacked
onto the GNN to update its predictions Y to Y′. The goal
is to increase the satisfaction of the prior knowledge. The
predictions Y of the GNN serve as input to the symbolic
component where they are interpreted as fuzzy truth values
for the unary grounded predicates U := Y with U ∈ Rn×m.
Fuzzy truth values for the groundings of binary predicates
are encoded as a matrix B where each row represents an
edge (vi, vj) and each column represents an edge type e.
In the context of node classification, the GNN returns only
predictions for the node classes, while the edges are assumed
to be given. A binary grounded predicate is therefore set to
truth value 1 (true) if an edge between two nodes vi and vj
exists:

B[(vi,vj),e] =

{
1, if (vi, vj) of type e ∈ E

0, else.

Example 2.5: In case of the beforementioned citation graph
of Fig. 1, U and B are defined as:

U :=


AI(a) . . . AG(a)
AI(b) . . . AG(b)

...
...

AI(f) . . . AG(f)

 B :=



Cite(a,d)
Cite(a, e)
Cite(a, c)

...
Cite(c, e)
Cite(e, f)


To enhance the satisfaction of clauses that contain both unary
and binary predicates, their groundings are joined into one
matrix M ∈ Rk×p with p = 2 · |PU |+ |PB |. M is computed
by joining U and B so that each row of M represents an edge
(vi, vj). As a result, M contains all required grounded unary
predicates for vi and vj .

Example 2.6: For the example citation graph, we obtain M
as follows:



Fig. (2) Overview of KeGNN.

A knowledge enhancement layer consists of multiple clause
enhancers. A clause enhancer is instantiated for each clause
φ ∈ K. Its aim is to compute updates δMφ for the groundings
in M that increase the satisfaction of φ.

First, fuzzy negation is applied to the columns of M that
correspond to negated atoms in φ. Then δMφ is computed by
a t-conorm boost function ϕ [20]. This function ϕ : [0, 1]q 7→
[0, 1]q takes q truth values and returns changes to those truth
values such that the satisfaction is increased: ⊥(t) ≤ ⊥(t +
ϕ(t)). [20] propose the following differentiable t-conorm boost
function

ϕwφ(t)i = wφ · eti∑q
j=1 e

tj
.

The boost function ϕwφ
employs a clause weight wφ that

is initialized in the beginning of the training and optimized
during training as a learnable parameter. The updates for
the groundings calculated by ϕwφ

are proportional to wφ.
Therefore, wφ determines the magnitude of the update and
thus reflects the impact of a clause. The changes to the
atoms that do not appear in a clause are set to zero. The
boost function is applied row-wise to M as illustrated in the
following example.

Example 2.7: Given the clause φAI : ∀xy¬AI(x) ∨
¬Cite(x, y) ∨ AI(y) and the clause weight wAI, the changes
for this clause are δMφAI

=

wAI ·


δ¬AIx(a) 0 . . . δAIy(c) 0 . . . δ¬Cit(a,c)

δ¬AIx(a) 0 . . . δAIy(e) 0 . . . δ¬Cit(e,a)

δ¬AIx(a) 0 . . . δAIy(d) 0 . . . δ¬Cit(c,d)

...
...

...
δ¬AIx(e) 0 . . . δAIy(f) 0 . . . δ¬Cit(e,f)


The values of δMφAI

are calculated by ϕwAI , for example:

δ¬AIx(a) = ϕwAI
(z)a = − e−zAI(a)

e−zAI(a) + e−zCit(a,c) + ezAI(c)

Each clause enhancer computes updates δMφ to increase
the satisfaction of a clause independently. The updates of
all clause enhancers are finally added, resulting in a matrix

δM =
∑

φ∈K δMφ. To apply the updates to the initial
predictions, δM has to be added to Y. The updates in δM
can not directly be applied to the predictions Y of the GNN.
Since the unary groundings U were joined with the binary
groundings B, multiple changes may be proposed for the
same grounded unary atom. For example, for the grounded
atom AI(c) the changes δ¬AIy(c) and δ¬AIx(c) are proposed,
since c appears in the grounded clauses φAI[x, y|a, c] and
φAI[x, y|c, e]. In GCit the node c appears in first place of edge
(a, c) and in second place of edge (c, e). Therefore, all updates
for the same grounded atom are summed, which reduces the
size of M to the size of U.

To ensure that the updated predictions remain truth values in
the range of [0, 1], the knowledge enhancement layer updates
at first the preactivations Z of the GNN and then applies
the activation function σ to the updated preactivations Z′ in
order to obtain the final predictions: Y′ = σ(Z′). Therefore,
a knowledge enhancement layer transforms Z to Z′ (with
Z,Z′ ∈ Rn×m). In the last step, the updates by the knowledge
enhancer are added to the preactivations Z of the GNN and
passed to σ to obtain the updated predictions

Y′ = σ

(
Z+

∑
φ∈K

δUφ

)

where δUφ is the matrix obtained by extracting the changes
to the unary predicates from δMφ. Regarding the binary
groundings, the values in B are set to a high positive value
that results in one when σ is applied.

III. RELATED WORK

The field of knowledge graph completion is addressed
from several research directions. Symbolic methods exist that
conduct link prediction given a set of prior knowledge [21]
[22]. Embedding-based methods [23] are mostly sub-symbolic
methods to obtain node embeddings that are used for knowl-
edge graph completion tasks. Usually, their common objective
is to find similar embeddings for nodes that are located closely
in the graph. The majority of these methods only encodes the



Name #nodes #edges #features #Classes train/valid/test split
Citeseer 3,327 9,104 3,703 6 1817/500/1000
Cora 2,708 10,556 1,433 7 1208/500/1000
PubMed 19,717 88,648 500 3 18217/500/1000
Flickr 89,250 899,756 500 7 44624/22312/22312

TABLE (I) Overview of the datasets Citeseer, Cora, PubMed and Flickr

graph structure, but does not consider node-specific feature
information [24]. However, KeGNN is based on GNNs that
are suited for learning representations of graphs attributed
with node features. It stacks additional layers that interpret the
outputs of the GNN in fuzzy logic and modify them to increase
the satisfiability. Therefore, it is considered a neuro-symbolic
method. In the multifaceted neuro-symbolic field, KeGNN
can be placed in the category of knowledge-guided learning
[20], where the focus lies on learning in the presence of
additional supervision introduced as prior knowledge. Within
this category, KeGNN belongs to the model-based approaches,
where prior knowledge in the form of knowledge enhancement
layers is an integral part of the model. KeGNN can be seen as
an extension to knowledge enhanced neural networks (KENN)
[25], which stack knowledge enhancement layers onto a multi-
layer perceptron (MLP). However, an MLP is not powerful
enough to incorporate graph structure into the representations.
Thus, relational information can only be introduced by binary
predicates in the symbolic part of KENN. In contrast, KeGNN
is based on GNNs that process the graph structure, which
makes both the neural and symbolic components sufficiently
powerful to exploit the graph structure. Beyond, loss-based
methods such as logic tensor networks [26] exist that encode
the satisfiability of prior knowledge as an optimization objec-
tive.

Further, in [27] neuro-symbolic approaches dealing with
graph structures are classified into three categories. First, logi-
cally informed embedding approaches [28] [29] use predefined
logical rules that provide knowledge to a neural system, while
both components are mostly distinct. Second, approaches for
knowledge graph embedding with logical constraints [30] [31]
use prior knowledge as constraints on the neural knowledge
graph embedding method in order to modify predictions or
embeddings. Thirdly, neuro-symbolic methods are used for
learning rules for graph reasoning tasks [32] [33]. This allows
for rule generation or confidence scores for prior knowledge
and makes the models robust to exceptions or soft knowledge.
KeGNN best falls into the second category, since the prior
knowledge is interpreted in fuzzy logic to be integrated with
the neural model and update the GNN’s predictions. The idea
of confidence values in category three shares the common
property of weighting knowledge as with KeGNN’s clause
weights. However, even though KeGNN’s clause weights
introduce a notion of impact of a clause when predictions are
made, they cannot directly be interpreted as the confidence in
a rule.

In the well-known Kautz Taxonomy [34] that classifies
neuro-symbolic approaches according to the integration of
neural and symbolic modules, KeGNN falls best into the

category Neuro[Symbolic] (Type 6) of fully-integrated
neuro-symbolic systems that embed symbolic reasoning in a
neural architecture.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of KeGNN, we apply it to the
datasets Citeseer, Cora, PubMed and Flickr that are common
benchmarks for node classification in a transductive setting.
In the following, KeGNN is called KeGCN and KeGAT when
instantiated to a GCN or a GAT, respectively. As additional
baseline, we consider KeMLP, that stacks knowledge enhance-
ment layers onto an MLP, as proposed in [25]. Further, the
standalone neural models MLP, GCN and GAT are used
as baselines. While Citeseer, Cora and PubMed are citation
graphs that encode citations between scientific papers (as in
Example 2.2), Flickr contains images and shared properties
between them. All datasets can be modelled as homogeneous,
labelled and attributed graphs as defined in Section II-A. Tab. I
gives an overview of the named datasets in this work. The
datasets are publicly available on the dataset collection3 of
PyTorch Geometric [35]. For the split into train, valid and
test set, we take the predefined splits in [36] for the citation
graphs and in [16] for Flickr. Word2Vec vectors [17] are used
as node features for the citation graphs and image data for
Flickr. Fig. 1 visualizes the graph structure of the underlying
datasets in this work as a homogeneous, attributed and labelled
graph on the example of Citeseer.

The set of prior logic for the knowledge enhancement layers
is manually defined. In this work, we encode the assumption
that the existence of an edge for a node pair points to their
membership to the same class and hence provides added value
to the node classification task. In the context of citation graphs,
this implies that two documents that cite each other refer to
the same topic, while for Flickr, linked images share the same
properties. Following this pattern for all datasets, a clause
φ: ∀xy : ¬Clsi(x)∨ ¬Link(x, y) ∨ Clsi(y) is instantiated
for each node class Clsi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. More details on the
experiments are given in Appendix VII. The implementation of
KeGNN and the experiments will be made publicly available
after the revision period.

A. Results

To compare the performance of all models, we examine
the average test accuracy over 50 runs (10 for Flickr) for
the knowledge enhanced models KeMLP, KeGCN, KeGAT
and the standalone base models MLP, GCN, GAT on the
named datasets. The results are given in Tab. II. For Cora
and Citeseer, KeMLP leads to a significant improvement over

3https://pytorch-geometric.readthedocs.io/en/latest/modules/datasets.html



MLP KeMLP GCN KeGCN GAT KeGAT

Cora 0.7098
(0.0080)

0.8072
(0.0193)

0.8538
(0.0057)

0.8587
(0.0057)

0.8517
(0.0068)

0.8498
(0.0066)

CiteSeer 0.7278
(0.0081)

0.7529
(0.0067)

0.748
(0.0102)

0.7506
(0.0096)

0.7718
(0.0072)

0.7734
(0.0073)

PubMed 0.8844
(0.0057)

0.8931
(0.0048)

0.8855
(0.0062)

0.8840
(0.0087)

0.8769
(0.0040)

0.8686
(0.0081)

Flickr 0.4656
(0.0018)

0.4659
(0.0012)

0.5007
(0.0063)

0.4974
(0.0180)

0.4970
(0.0124)

0.4920
(0.0189)

TABLE (II) Average test accuracy of 50 runs (10 for Flickr). The standard deviations are reported in brackets.
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Fig. (3) The accuracy grouped by the node degree for MLP vs. KeMLP
(above) and GCN vs. KeGCN (middle) and GAT vs. KeGAT(below) on
Citeseer.

MLP (p-value of one-sided t-test ≪ 0.05). In contrast, no
significant advantage of KeGCN or KeGAT in comparison
to the standalone base model is observed. Nevertheless, all
GNN-based models are significantly superior to KeMLP for
Cora. This includes not only KeGCN and KeGAT, but also
the GNN baselines. For Citeseer, KeGAT and GAT both
outperform KeMLP. In the case of PubMed, only a significant
improvement of KeMLP over MLP can be observed, while the
GNN-based models and their enhanced versions do not provide
any positive effect. For Flickr, no significant improvement be-
tween the base model and the respective knowledge enhanced
model can be observed. Nevertheless, all GNN-based models
outperform KeMLP, reporting significantly higher mean test
accuracies for KeGAT, GAT, GCN and KeGCN.

1) Exploitation of the Graph Structure: It turns out that
the performance gap between MLP and KeMLP is larger than

for KeGNN in comparison to the standalone GNN. To explain
this observation, we examine how the graph structure affects
the prediction performance. Therefore, in Fig. 3 we analyze
the accuracy grouped by the node degree for the entire graph
for MLP vs. KeMLP and GCN vs. KeGCN. The findings for
KeGAT are in line with those for KeGCN. It is observed that
KeMLP performs better compared to MLP as the node degree
increases. By contrast, when comparing GCN and KeGCN,
for both models, the accuracy is observed superior for nodes
with a higher degree.

This shows that rich graph structure is helpful for the node
classification in general. Indeed, the MLP is a simple model
that misses information on the graph structure and thus benefits
from graph structure contributed by KeMLP in the form of
binary predicates. On the contrary, standalone GNNs can
process graph structure by using message passing techniques
to transmit learned node representations between neighbors.
The prior knowledge introduced in the knowledge enhancer is
simple. It encodes that two neighbors are likely to be of the
same class. An explanation for the small difference in perfor-
mance is that GNNs may be able to capture and propagate
this simple knowledge across neighbors implicitly, using its
message passing technique. In other words we observe that,
in this particular case, the introduced knowledge happens to
be redundant for GNNs. However, the introduced knowledge
significantly improves the accuracy of MLPs. In this context,
we discuss perspectives for future work in Section V.

2) Robustness to wrong knowledge: Furthermore, a ques-
tion of interest is how the knowledge enhanced model find
a balance between knowledge and graph data in case of
knowledge that is not consistent with the graph data. In
other words, can the KeGNN successfully deal with nodes
having mainly neighbors that belong to a different ground truth
class and thus contribute misleading information to the node
classification?

To analyze this question, we categorize the accuracy by
the proportion of misleading nodes in the neighborhood, see
Fig. 4. Misleading nodes are node neighbors that have a
different ground truth class than the node to be classified. It
turns out that KeMLP is particularly helpful over MLP when
the neighborhood provides the right information. However, if
the neighborhood is misleading (if most or even all of the
neighbors belong to a different class), an MLP that ignores
the graph structure can lead to even better results. When
comparing KeGCN and GCN, there is no clear difference.
This is expected, since both models are equally affected by
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Fig. (4) The accuracy grouped by the ratio of misleading first-order
neighbors for GCN vs. KeGCN (left), MLP vs. KeMLP (right), GCN vs.
KeMLP (below) on Citeseer.

misleading nodes as they utilize the graph structure. Just
as a GCN, the KeGCN is not necessarily robust to wrong
prior knowledge since the GCN component uses the entire
neighborhood, including the misleading nodes.

When comparing GCN to KeMLP, see plot below in Fig. 4,
KeMLP is more robust to misleading neighbors. While GCN
takes the graph structure as given and includes all neighbors
equally in the embeddings by graph convolution, the clause
weights in the knowledge enhancement layers provide a way to
devalue knowledge. If the data frequently contradicts a clause,
the model has the capacity to reduce the respective clause
weight in the learning process and reduce its impact.

3) Clause Weight Learning: Further, we want to examine
whether the clause weights learned during training are aligned
with the knowledge in the ground truth data. The clause
weights provide insights on the magnitude of the updates made
by a clause. The clause compliance [20] measures how well
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Fig. (5) Learned clause weights vs. clause compliance for KeMLP (left)
and KeGCN (right) on Citeseer.

the prior knowledge is satisfied in a graph. Given a clause φ,
a class Clsi, a set of nodes V, a set of nodes of the class Clsi:
Vi = {vi|vi ∈ V ∧ Cls(vi) == i}, and the neighborhood
N (vi) of vi, the clause compliance of clause φ on graph G
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Fig. (6) Clause compliance during training for GCN vs. KeGCN (left)
and MLP vs. KeMLP (right) on Citeseer.

is defined as follows:

Compliance(G, φ) =

∑
vi∈Vi

∑
vj∈N (v) 1[ if vj ∈ Vi]∑
vi∈Vi

|N (vi)|
(1)

In other words, the clause compliance counts how often
among nodes of a class Clsi the neighboring nodes have the
same class [20]. The clause compliance can be calculated on
the ground truth classes of the training set or the predicted
classes. As a reference, we measure the clause compliance
based on the ground truth labels in the training set. Fig. 5
displays the learned clause weights for KeGCN and KeMLP
versus the clause compliance on the ground truth labels of
the training set. For KeMLP, a positive correlation between
the learned clause weights and the clause compliance on the
training set is observed. This indicates that higher clause
weights are learned for clauses that are satisfied in the training
set. Consequently, these clauses have a higher impact on the
updates of the predictions. In addition, the clause weights
corresponding to clauses with low compliance values make
smaller updates to the initial predictions. Accordingly, clauses
that are rarely satisfied learn lower clause weights during the
training process. In the case of KeGCN, the clause weights are
predominantly set to values close to zero. This is in accordance
with the absence of a significant performance gap between
GCN and KeGCN. Since the GCN itself already leads to
valid classifications, smaller updates are required by the clause
enhancers.

Furthermore, we analyze how the compliance evolves dur-
ing training to investigate whether the models learn predictions
that increase the satisfaction of the prior knowledge. Fig. 6
plots the evolution of the clause compliance for the six clauses
for GCN vs. KeGCN and MLP vs. KeMLP. It is observed
that GCN and KeGCN yield similar results as the evolution
of the compliance during training for both models is mostly
aligned. For MLP vs. KeMLP the clause compliance of the
prediction of the MLP converges to lower values for all classes
than the clause compliance obtained with the KeMLP. This
gives evidence that the knowledge enhancement layer actually
improves the satisfiability of the prior knowledge. As already
observed, this gives evidence that the standalone GCN is able



to implicitly satisfy the prior knowledge even though it is not
explicitly defined.

V. LIMITATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

The method of KeGNN is limited in some aspects, which we
present in this section. In this work, we focus on homogeneous
graphs. In reality, however, graphs are often heterogeneous
with multiple node and edge types [4]. Adaptations are neces-
sary on both the neural and the symbolic side to apply KeGNN
to heterogeneous graphs. The restriction to homogeneous
graphs also limits the scope of formulating complex prior
knowledge. Eventually, the datasets used in this work and the
set of prior knowledge are too simple for KeGNN to exploit its
potential and lead to a significant improvement over the GNN.
The experimental results show that the knowledge encoded
in the symbolic component leads to significant improvement
over an MLP that is not capable to capture and learn that
knowledge. This indicates that for more complex knowledge
that is harder for a GNN to learn, KeGNN has the potential
to bring higher improvements. A perspective for further work
is the extension of KeGNN to more generic data structures
such as incomplete and heterogeneous knowledge graphs in
conjunction with more complex prior knowledge.

Another limitation of KeGNN is scalability. With an increas-
ing number of stacked knowledge enhancement layers, the
affected node neighborhood grows exponentially, which can
lead to significant memory overhead. This problem is referred
as neighborhood explosion [7] and is particularly problematic
in the context of training on memory-constrained GPUs. This
affects both the GNN and the knowledge enhancement layers
that encode binary knowledge. Methods from scalable graph
learning [37] [16] [38] represent potential solutions for the
neighborhood explosion problem in KeGNN.

Furthermore, limitations appear in the context of link predic-
tion with KeGNN. For link prediction, a neural component is
required that predicts fuzzy truth values for binary predicates.
At present, KeGNN can handle clauses containing binary
predicates, but their truth values are initialized with artificial
predictions, where a high value encodes the presence of an
edge. This limits the application of KeGNN to datasets for
which the graph structure is complete and known a priori.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduced KeGNN, a neuro-symbolic
model that integrates GNNs with symbolic knowledge en-
hancement layers to create an end-to-end differentiable model.
This allows the use of prior knowledge to improve node
classification while exploiting th strength of a GNN to learn
expressive representations. Experimental studies show that the
inclusion of prior knowledge has the potential to improve
simple neural models (as observed in the case of MLP).
However, the knowledge enhancement of GNNs is harder
to achieve on the underlying and limited benchmarks for
which the injection of simple knowledge concerning local
neighborhood is redundant with the representations that GNNs
are able to learn. Nevertheless, KeGNN has not only the

potential to improve graph completion tasks from a perfor-
mance perspective, but also to increase interpretability through
clause weights. This work is a step towards a holistic neuro-
symbolic method on incomplete and noisy semantic data, such
as knowledge graphs.

VII. ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENT DETAILS

A. Implementation

The implementation of KeGNN and the described exper-
iments will be made publicly available after the revision
period. The code is based on PyTorch [39] and the graph
learning library PyTorch Geometric [35]. The Weights &
Biases tracking tool [40] is used to monitor the experiments.
All experiments are conducted on a machine running an
Ubuntu 20.4 equipped with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4114
CPU 2.20GHz processor, 192G of RAM and one GPU Nvidia
Quadro P5000.

B. Model Parameters and Hyperparameter Tuning

KeGNN contains a set of hyperparameters. Batch normal-
ization [41] is applied after each hidden layer of the GNN.
The Adam optimizer [42] is used as optimizer for all models.
Concerning the hyperparameters specific to the knowledge
enhancement layers, the initialization of the preactivations of
the binary predicates (which are assumed to be known) is taken
as a hyperparameter. They are set to a high positive value for
edges that are known to exist and correspond to the grounding
of the binary predicate. Furthermore, different initializations of
clause weights and constraints on them are tested. Moreover,
the number of stacked knowledge enhancement layers is a hy-
perparameter. We further allow the model to randomly neglect
a proportion of edges by setting an edges drop rate parameter.
Further, we test whether the normalization of the edges with
the diagonal matrix D̃ =

∑
j Ãi,j (with Ã = A+I) is helpful.

To find a suitable set hyperparameters for each dataset and
model, we perform a random search with up to 800 runs
and 48h time limit and choose the parameter combination
which leads to the highest accuracy on the validation set. The
hyperparameter tuning is executed in Weights and Biases [40].
The following hyperparameter values are tested:

• Adam optimizer parameters: β1: 0.9, β2: 0.99, ϵ: 1e-07
• Attention heads: {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10}
• Batch size: {128, 512, 1024, 2048, full batch}
• Binary preactivation: {0.5, 1.0, 10.0, 100.0, 500.0}
• Clause weights initialization: {0.001, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, ran-

dom uniform distribution on [0,1)}
• Dropout rate: 0.5
• Edges drop rate: random uniform distribution [0.0, 0.9]
• Edge normalization: {true, false}
• Early stopping: δmin : 0.001, patience: {1, 10, 100}
• Hidden layer dimension: {32, 64, 128, 256}
• Learning rate: random uniform distribution [0.0001, 0.1]
• Clause weight clipping: wmin : 0.0, wmax: random

uniform distribution: [0.8, 500.0]
• Number of knowledge enhancement layers:

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
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PubMed

KeMLP - 1024 10.0 0.001 0.22 100 256 0.057 false 2 4

KeGCN - full batch 1.0 random 0.66 10 256 0.043 false 1 2

KeGAT 8 1024 10.0 0.5 0.07 10 256 0.016 true 5 2

Flickr

KeMLP - 128 10.0 0.001 0.2 10 32 0.001 true 1 2

KeGCN - 1024 500.0 0.001 0.24 10 128 0.016 true 4 4

KeGAT 8 2048 500.0 0.1 0.12 100 64 0.0039 false 1 3

Cora

KeMLP - 512 10.0 0.5 0.47 1 32 0.026 true 4 2

KeGCN - 512 100.0 random 0.17 1 256 0.032 false 2 2

KeGAT 1 full batch 1.0 0.5 0.27 10 64 0.033 true 1 2

Citeseer

KeMLP - 128 10.0 0.5 0.01 10 256 0.028 true 1 2

KeGCN - full batch 0.5 0.25 0.35 10 128 0.037 false 3 5

KeGAT 3 1024 0.5 0.1 0.88 10 32 0.006 true 2 2

TABLE (III) Hyperparameters and experiment configuration for PubMed and Flickr

• Number of hidden layers: {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
• Number of epochs 200 (unless training stopped early)

The obtained parameter combinations for the models KeMLP,
KeGCN and KeGAT for Cora, Citeseer, PubMed and Flickr
are displayed in Tab. III. We set the random seed for all
experiments to 1234.

The reference models MLP, GCN and GAT are trained with
the same parameter set as the respective knowledge enhanced
models.
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